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Insects need all the public relations they can get, and flies 

need even more than most.  The word “fly” usually inspires the 
thought of flyswatters and spray cans. Hover flies, however, are a 
gardener’s friend. 

Hover flies go by several names, but “hover fly” is the 
most descriptive. Hover flies are also called flower flies or syrphid 
flies since they belong to the Syrphidae family of insects. The 
largest hover flies are only three-fourths inch long, though many are so small they are 
rarely noticed. If you look closely, they can be seen hovering like helicopters above 
flowers and over plants with aphids.   

Many of the hover flies in my garden are camouflaged with black and yellow 
bands on their abdomens (the rear section of an insect). These markings are similar to 
those of wasps and bees and are thought to be designed to fool the hover flies’ enemies.  
Actually, hover flies have no stinger and are quite safe to hold in your hand. I also see a 
number of hover flies with a dark reddish abdomen.  

Hover flies are gardeners’ friends because their larvae, 
resembling small caterpillars, eat other small insects, mostly aphids, 
by the dozens. On top of that, adults require nectar and pollen for 
egg laying and for their own survival, and thereby pollinate many 
flowering plants while searching out their own supper. If all goes 
well, some hover flies produce several generations each year.   

About 300 species of hover flies are found on the West Coast alone, 6000 
worldwide. Different species bear common names like Western Hover Fly, Bird Hover 
Fly, and Chevroned Hover Fly. Each has its own characteristics including preferred 
climate, geographical location, and menu. For example, at least 49 species attack a 
certain kind of peach aphid. Some consume fungi.   

After mating, the female hover fly goes on a reconnaissance mission searching for 
places to lay her eggs. Her ability to hover and inspect foliage for prey gives her 
exceptional skill in locating the ideal site. Female hover flies appear to select “up and 
coming” aphid colonies with the best potential for their larvae’s nourishment. Once she 
locates an active infestation, she lays one or more tiny, white, elliptical eggs in its midst.  
Then she is off to find another promising spot. 

Once the eggs hatch into larvae, they don’t stray far from their birthplace. They 
are tiny (1/32 to 1/2 inch), blind and deaf. They may have a single longitudinal white 
stripe on their back, or they may be brown, yellow, or almost transparent. The larvae 
hang onto the leaf with their rear end, swaying back and forth in search of lunch. Once 
they brush against their prey, which could be any of a number of small insects as well as 
aphids—perhaps scale, thrips, or mealy bugs—they pierce their victims with their mouths 
and suck out the fluids. Only an empty carcass remains. Then, the larvae search for yet 
another victim.  

After some time consuming garden insects, the hover fly larvae pupate, creating a 
cocoon or pupa that is green to dark brown in color. The pupae, small and unobvious, can 
be found on plants or on the soil surface or litter.   



 
Not all hover flies prey on pests. Some harmlessly scavenge refuse from the nests 

of bees, wasps, and ants. Others assist decomposition by preying on decaying materials, 
and some are pests of bulbs, roots, and stems, though these are rarely a major concern to 
the gardener.   

WELCOMING HOVER FLIES TO YOUR GARDEN: All in all, hover flies are 
among the most useful natural enemies of your garden’s pests. Here are three tools for 
making them at home in your garden.   

First, put the fly spray and other toxics into retirement since 
hover flies, like other beneficial insects, succumb to pesticides. 
Instead employ Integrated Pest Management techniques, using the 
least toxic method to achieve reasonable pest control. Visit   
http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/menu.homegarden.html for info 
about numerous Integrated Pest Management techniques or call 
Tuolumne County Master Gardeners at 209-533-5912. 

Since many hover fly larvae pupate and overwinter in the litter and mulch 
surrounding plants, a layer of mulch is the second technique for encouraging hover flies 
to return in the spring. (Remember, mulch also helps reduce weeds and summer 
watering.)   

The third way to attract hover flies is with plants and trees flowering over a long 
season. Willows, grasses, and sedges that produce early spring pollen are especially 
helpful in controlling early outbreaks of aphids. And, I often see hover flies around many 
of my native plants, including California poppies.   

Other popular flowers include sweet alyssum, a reliable old standby that blooms 
almost all year long and reseeds itself with little help from the gardener. Cosmos, too, is 
well-liked, as are asters for late season bloom.   

It’s a bug-eat-bug world out there, and hover flies are voracious warriors in the 
bug arms race. Invite them into your garden to help make your gardening easier, 
healthier, and more satisfying. 
 
Vera Strader is a Sonora Master Gardener who, over the years, has spent many hours 
“bug gazing.” 
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